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American kids between 

those rough-and-tumble ages of 

five and nine; that is to say, hard. 

A child’s work is pure imagination 

and adventure; it is all about skate-

boards and swimming pools, Big 

Wheels and baseball cards, tram-

polines and pogo sticks. From dawn 

’til dusk, when we weren’t in school, 

we played. We were typical kids. But 

as a group we shared in our differ-

ences too. 

It’s a stranger coincidence to me 

now than it ever was then: All seven 

kids in my small neighborhood 

were children of adoption. We had 

normal American names, like John 

and Diane, Matt and Peter, but we 

were immigrants in our own families—

different in an elusive, hazy way—but 

still accepted and loved without excep-

tion. We kids were like mismatched 

toys in a toy box, each a piece of a 

larger set that had been lost some-

where and then found again, by 

our families and, serendipitously, 

by each other. 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA  Speed isn’t the problem for 
fearless 15-year-old Nash Addicks and his noble 
steed, Chipper. Rather, it’s how to stop.
Photo by Rich Addicks, 
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
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We all lived on what we called the “Loop” —a small, tilting hillside 

neighborhood built around a circular quarter-mile road. The Loop 

realized every child’s playground dream. None of the houses around 

it had a front lawn, a back yard, or even a fence. Instead, they had 

orchards of apricot trees, whose sun-warmed fruit we picked and 

ate between games of hide-and-seek, and persimmons, which we 

didn’t eat but threw as far as we could, watching them land and 

explode, leaving irregular, mashy stains on the uneven asphalt road. 

The Loop was full of things to throw—dirt clods, sticks, rocks—and 

targets to throw them at, some live (a lizard sunning on a woodpile) 

and some long gone, like the hollowed-out tree we often gathered 

around to invent new rules. Our dogs roamed free, following 

us from one home to another, sniffing spoiled pomegranates 

along the way.

Driveways radiated from the center of the Loop like the curvy rays 

of the sun we drew in crayon on popsicle-stick houses we made for 

our parents. Five of the driveways led to the homes of seven kids no 

older than nine. Two older boys, tyrants in their early teens, lived along 

a dirt road just off the Loop, far enough to not be voting members and 

separate enough by age and distance to be banished by our parents. 

I’m sure those earliest days when we did join the “big kids” and 

subsequently returned home with wounds from noogies, snapping 

rubber bands, and BB guns had something to do with the older boys’ 

banishment.

The seven of us played well together despite our odd number, 

which usually meant that no matter what game we decided to play, 

we were bound to have uneven teams. Our games, then, tended more 

PEOSTA, IOWA  At the end of the school day, 
Kyle Demmer, 12, and sister Rachel, 7, race into 
the house for a snack and a change of clothes. 
Then it’s out to the barn for afternoon chores: 
milk-feeding the calves and graining the cows. 
The Demmer family has owned the 160-acre 
dairy farm southwest of Dubuque since 1957.
Photo by Mark Hirsch, Telegraph Herald
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toward those that pit one person against everyone else (Marco Polo 

and kick-the-can) or free-for-alls like sit-down skateboard races along 

the Loop’s sharpest decline, during which we wore through the rubber 

heels of our sneakers.

We could never seem to agree on rules. And thus we formed mini-

countries, establishing systems for play based on borders projected 

invisibly outward from our homes. A more-or-less implied home-field 

advantage. Being the eldest, I held the largest territory and was granted 

the authority to resolve disputes over most of the Loop’s land. John, 

the second eldest, shared control of Loop water. After all, his family 

had the pool.

When we encountered the most severe conflicts in play, say, when 

someone shot ten imaginary bullets into a kid who refused to fall down 

dead, we closed a border for a few days to let things cool down. Even 

then, however, borders softened quickly, and we eventually resolved any 

conflict as kids, not countries: with a game of pick-up-sticks or by tossing 

nickels against a wall. 

I still return to the Loop for a walk now and then. Each time the 

scenery changes a little bit more. The old homes are gone, and so are the 

orchards, having long ago been leveled for rows of new housing. But the 

memories remain. Especially those of how a group of kids embraced each 

other, through that universal art of play, thoroughly enough to under-

mine any notions of separateness. By Sean T. Kelly

Author and America 24/7 Senior Editor Sean T. Kelly lives, works, and, 

especially plays, not far from the Loop in California’s San Francisco 

Bay Area.

CONRAD, MONTANA  You go girl! With her 
matching pink hat and boots, Sheridan Johnson, 
three, rides in style at the 45th annual Whoop-
Up event, which signals the start of the rodeo 
season in Montana. Kids can start riding sheep 
at three years old and graduate to steers when 
they’re six.
Photo by John W. Liston, Great Falls Tribune


